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INTRODUCTION 

The following training curriculum was developed within the Flow – Freedom to Learn on the Road – 

Learning Ourselves while Exploring the World      project (2020-2-HU01-KA205-079001), co-funded 

by the European Union’s Erasmus+ Programme. The project explores how young people can learn more 

about themselves and at the same time get prepared for the Matura exam by improving their skills while 

travelling around the world. Instead of (or besides) studying compulsory subjects in school, taking the 

meaning of the word ‘matura’ seriously, they would get matured in real life situations where they are 

motivated precisely because they feel the topics and challenges they face as their own. 

 

We develop a curriculum built on topics on travelling, a Handbook with relevant exercises, a website 

giving platform for these activities and this training program for educators and participants.  

 

The training curriculum aims to develop competences such as resilience, authenticity, acceptance, problem 

solving skills, open and nonviolent communication, we hope young people would begin to see problems 

as challenges, difficulties as opportunities, and conflicts as possibilities to gain understanding about 

themselves and others. The training contributes to the change of attitude from educators to facilitators of 

learning, and in the young people’s case from obedient executor of learning to responsible owner. We 

are doing this while sharing the vision of a life where being on the road is becoming a way of learning. 

 

This training guide is for teachers and youth workers.  The modules could be delivered over a 5-days, 

intensive course (see table on page 6), but it also could be organised as an extended course over 4-5 

separate days or 8-10 half days running.  

 

This guide includes module chapters to easily find modules summaries, activities, resources and 

appendices. Throughout the course each activity has been linked to show its main focus – theory; practical; 

discussion; active learning. See the key below: 

 
Theory 

 
Practical 

 
Discussion 

 
Active Learning 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Goals of the training 

The training is designed for skill building on different fields:  

1. The training will help participants to become a facilitator from a teacher by fostering their 

facilitative skills.  

2. The training program is built on mainly the Handbook activities, adapted for face-to-face use, 

and we work with creating professional exercises on travelling.  

3. There will be exercises for group dynamics, and about how to provide a creative ambient. 

4. Also, there will be a session about creativity, thinking out of the box.  

 

 

Structure of the training 

Below we introduce the module structure of a 5-days face-to-face training (30 hours altogether).  

The material was put into 8 modules. There are modules that are relevant essentially for young educators 

and may be left out for a shorter training or for experienced facilitators - according to the needs of the 

participants.  

We can specify the modules and build up a modular structure: The practical part can go without the 

first/introductory part as well, so future participants can choose to get to know only the use of the project 

result. 

 

Learning outcomes 

Each module has been linked to one of the 3 main Learning Outcomes  

 

By producing these materials, we create a compact package for educators working with young people 

that fits with several different contexts - let it be scout organisations, youth clubs, after school activities 

or teachers themselves. They will support educators by introducing the background behind the idea of 

mobility ensuring it connects to soft skill development. Therefore, we hope to achieve: 

1. increased awareness of youth educators regarding their own role in their students' personal 

development 

2. shift in the attitude of youth educators from a more directive and didactic to a more facilitative type 

of leadership 

3. increase participants’ openness towards new experiences through mobility. 
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Face-to-face programme of delivery 

Suggested for a full, face-to-face, 5-days delivery: 

 

 
1st day: Introduction to 
the topic and the project 

2nd day: Creativity, 
Multiple Intelligences 

3rd day: FLOW in action 
4th day: Getting practical 
– own exercises 

5th day: Reflection 

 
9:30-11:00 
 

 
Module 3 
Introduction to the day. 
Lecture on creativity. 

Module 5 
Introducing the Curriculum 

Module 6 
Handbook exercises 

(After the trip activities) 

Module 8 
Closing, results, personal 
learning 
 

11:00-11:30  Break Break Break Break 

11:30-13:00 
 

Module 1 
Introducing to each other 
Introduction of the project 

Module 3 
Multiple Intelligence 

Module 6 
Handbook exercises 
(Before the trip activities) 

Module 7 
Introduction of the 
website and h5p platform 

Module 8 
Evaluation of the course 

 

13:00-14:30 Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break 

14:30-16:00 
 

Module 2 
Personal experiences on 
travelling 

Module 4 
Group building activity. 
Creating a creative 
ambient 

 Module 6 
Organised programme 
into the city: Handbook 
exercises  
(During the trip activities)  
 

Module 7 
Make your own exercises 
 

 16:00-16:15 Break Break Break 

16:15-17:00 
 

Module 2 
Fears, uncertainties and 
solutions, evaluation of 
the day 

Module 4 
Facilitation 
Trust game 
 

Continuation of making 
exercises 
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MODULE 1: INTRODUCTION AND 

ATTUNEMENT 

 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of the session, participants will be able to  

1. Get to know the place and the structure of the training. 

2. Get attuned to start creative work by getting to know others. 

3. Understand how travelling can be the focus of pedagogical work and why it is suggested to be. 

4. Demonstrate an understanding of the FLOW project. 

 

Session Summary 

This session is designed to make participants meet each other and get ready to work together in a 

creative way. 

This session introduces the FLOW project and the training plan. It prepares the ground for using exercises 

based on the topic of travelling, showing the importance of a personal, individualized learning. 

  

Trainer Notes 

This is an introductory module, with particular emphasis on creating a positive atmosphere for the whole 

course. 
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Session Plan – Module 1 Introduction and Attunement 

Activity and LO Time Content Method Resources 

Activity 1 
 
LO 1 

15 minutes 
 

Welcome, introduction  
Objective: to welcome participants, to get to know the space, warming up, 

Whole group  chairs  

Activity 2 
 
LO 2 

30 minutes Introduction to each other and attunement 
Objective: getting to know each other, beginning to work together 
 
 

Whole group  

Activity 3 
 
LO 2 

20 minutes Getting attuned 
Objective: getting tuned to the topic of travelling, listing up expectations about 
the training 
 

Individual, pair and 
whole group work  

Flipchart, flipchart 
marker, post it, felt pen 

Activity 4 
 
LO 3-4 

20 minutes Introduction of the project 
Objective: to introduce the FLOW project and the training course in details 
 

Whole group PPT, laptop, projector 

Summary 5 minutes Summing up 
      

Whole group  
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Activity 1: Welcome, introduction 

 

Learning Outcomes 

1. Welcome and get to know the place and the structure of the training. 

 

Time:   15 minutes 

Method:  Whole group 

Resources 

 

Activity 

The object of the opening session is to welcome the participants, to the training structure, and set a tone 

that reflects the course. Prepare a welcoming environment, with chairs arranged in a semi-circle or a 

circle. Dress the room appropriately with photos, images, resources so that it looks playful. Chat to 

participants as they arrive and offer them refreshments. 

 

Welcome the participants and introduce yourself. Before going into any detail about the course, invite 

everyone to stand for some attunement activities. Ask the group to start walking around the room, paying 

attention to the physical space where they are going to spend the next couple of days. Turning their 

attention to their own bodies and souls, and then to each other, first making simple eye-contact as they 

circulate around the space, and then greeting each other with a wave, a handshake, a pat on the shoulder, 

or a hug, etc. 

 

Gather the group into a seated circle. Outline the structure of the course they are attending, times, 

refreshment breaks etc., and deal with any initial queries (some of this may be possible when talking to 

participants as they arrive).  
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Activity 2: Introduction to each other 

 

 

Learning Outcomes 

2. Get attuned to start creative work by getting to know others.      

 

Time:   30 minutes 

Method:  whole group activity 

Resources 

 

 

Activities 

 

“Name game” 

Participants should say their first name together with an adjective that they find characteristic for 

themselves: e.g. chatting Charlie, smart Sophie. 

 

 

“Space Geometry”:  asking a series of questions relating to the participants, tell them to stand in the 

different corners of the room according to their answers. Possible questions could be e.g.: 

● What was the main mode of transport you used to get here? Answers: airplane / train / 

car / public transportation / walk 

● What kind of pets do you have? Answers: dog(s) / cat(s) / etc. 

● How many children do you have? Answers: No children / 1 child / 2 children / 3 or more 

children 
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Activity 3: Getting attuned to each other 

 

Learning Outcomes 

2. Get attuned to start creative work by getting to know others through their expectations. 

 

Time:   20 minutes 

Method:  whole group activity 

Resources Flipchart, flipchart marker, post it, felt pen 

 

 

Activities 

 

Brainstorming about the expectations of the training. 

 

Ask participants to list up their needs and expectations that would make the training successful for 

themselves. Let them think first, making an individual list, then finding a partner and making a common 

list. Then write the lists of the pairs on a flipchart, making the groups’ common points visible. Keep this 

list in the room for the rest of the training, and come back to it on the last day for a check. 

 

Brainstorming topics: 

 

• What can we build on; 

• Finding the needs & expectations;  

• Individual ideas about the project. 
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Activity 4: Introducing the Flow project 

 

Learning Outcomes  

3. Understand how travelling can be the focus of pedagogical work and why it is suggested to be. 

4. Demonstrate an understanding of the FLOW project. 

 

Time:   25 minutes 

Method:  Individual, small group activity, with whole group sharing 

Resources PPT, laptop, projector 

 

Activities 

 

Explain the structure of the course and agree on the timing of each session. Run through the house-keeping 

and evacuation procedures for everyone’s safety.  

 

Give a brief introduction to the training plan and how it was developed, and the partners involved. 

 

Introduce the focus topic: travelling - the idea and focus of the projects. Make a presentation on goals 

and expected outcomes. Discuss with the group the relation of travelling, maturation and the Matura 

exam. Explain that the Curriculum was written with respect to the National Curricula of the participating 

countries and participants could take it as a resource.  

 

Summarize the main idea. 

 

Trainer Notes 

Ensure all participants have a good view of the screen for your video presentation. 

Prepare the IT equipment beforehand, test the sound, the speakers, the projector. Be careful about 

technicalities later on as well.  
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MODULE 2: PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 

ON TRAVELLING 

 

 

Learning Outcomes  

By the end of the session, participants will be able to 

1. Understand the importance of personal experience.   

2. Understand that travelling can be the focus of pedagogical work and why it is suggested to be. 

3. Get rid of (some) uncertainties 

 

Session Summary 

This session focuses on the importance of the personal growth that can happen in a journey. Also, negative 

points are treated like fears and difficult situations.   

  

Trainer Notes 

An important part of this session is the outdoor experience. You should tell participants beforehand to 

bring appropriate clothing. 
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Session Plan – Module 2 Personal experiences on Travelling 

Activity and LO Time Content Method Resources 

Warm-up 5 minutes Warm-up game 
Objective: to energize participants 

Whole group   

Activity 1 
 
LO 1 

 40 minutes Personal experiences of the past 
Objective: getting into the topic 

Individual, small 
group activity, with 
whole group sharing 

colour pencils, paper, 
felt pen 

Activity 2 
 
LO 2 
 

 45 minutes Personal expectations about future journeys 
Objective: getting tuned for the facilitation of learning through travelling 

small group work with 
whole group summary 

 flipchart, flipchart 
marker 

Activity 3 
 
LO 3 

40 minutes Fears, Uncertainties and Solutions 
Objective: getting rid of uneasy feelings, thus making room for trust in the 
project 

individual, small 
group and whole 
group work 

a set of post it, 
flipchart, Dixit cards, 
Cat cards 

Summary 5 minutes Summing up Whole group   
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Activity 1: Personal experiences of the past 

 

Learning Outcomes  

1. Understand the importance of personal experience.   

 

 

Time:   40 minutes 

Method:  Individual, small group activity, with whole group sharing 

Resources colour pencils, paper, felt pen, 

 

Activities 

 

“Dixit cards” 

Tell the group to choose a Dixit card that brings about a memory of a trip or journey. Ask the group to 

sit comfortably, close their eyes and ponder about the memory for a while. Ask them to look around in 

that memory, pay attention to the scenery, what was around: what colours, shapes, textures?  

Then move their attention to the emotions they had in that memory, what it felt like to be there. Allow a 

couple of minutes for people to make the memory as vivid as possible, then ask them to come back to 

the here and now. When they open their eyes, ask them to form groups of 4-5, and give them 10-15 

minutes to share their memories. Ask the small groups to choose one of the stories and show it in a small 

dramatic presentation to the whole group. 

 

“Metaphors” 

Ask participants to finish the “Travelling is…” phrase with a simile or metaphor. It is a quick exercise, the 

results should be on the wall all through the training period.  

 

 

Trainer Notes 

Before the small group sharing you can also ask participants to draw their memories. Provide paper and 

colourful felt pens or pencils and give them 5-10 minutes to draw the scene they remembered. Inform 

them that they can create an abstract scene if they choose, using colours to express the impressions of the 

memory as opposed to the concrete sights and events. This can also help participants who assume that 

they cannot draw, which would otherwise block them from the process.  
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Activity 2: Personal expectations about future journeys 

 

Learning Outcomes 

2. Understand that travelling can be the focus of pedagogical work and why it is suggested to be. 

 

 

Time:   45 minutes 

Method:  small group work with whole group summary 

Resources flipchart, flipchart marker 

 

 

Activities 

 

Ask the participants to form small groups (3-4 people). Ask the groups to share wishes in connection to 

travelling: where the next journey is planned. Discuss details: Why is this destination chosen? Who would 

you travel with? What vehicle would you chose and why? Give them about 10 minutes. 

 

When each group member shares his / her ideas, the group should choose one and go into details. They 

discuss how the given place could be connected to the Matura learning material (History, Geography, 

Literature). Also, they should think over visiting the suggested place can change the mind of a person, 

what EQ benefits could be the outcomes. It will take about 15 minutes.  

 

Then call the group together and make a common list of the possible EQ result. Discuss how travelling can 

shape the character of a person, what situations can contribute to becoming more and more mature.  
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Activity 3: Fears, uncertainties and solution 

 

Learning Outcomes 

3. Get rid of (some) uncertainties 

 

 

Time:   40 minutes 

Method:  individual, small group and whole group work 

Resources:         a set of post it, flipchart, Dixit cards, Cat cards 

 

Activities 

 

“Brainstorming”  

Give the participants post it notes. Everyone should think over what they are uncertain about. The goal 

of the session is to find as many difficult points as the group can make up. Each idea should go on to a 

separate post it. 

 

When the individuals get ready, they should put their post it one by one onto the flipchart. Similar ideas 

can go close to each other forming up groups. Then the group can discuss the problems and find solutions. 

When a good solution is found and gets accepted, the post it is taken off.  

 

 

“A sketch” 

Get participants into small groups. A leader should be chosen, he / she is going to be the teacher. The 

rest of the group forms the class. The group gets a Dixit card and each class member chooses a Cat/ 

Emotions card. The Dixit card gives association for a situation in a journey, the Cat cards determines the 

mood of the students. The group should then make up a scene.  

 

Summarize the main ideas. 
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MODULE 3: CREATIVITY AND 

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCE 

 

Learning Outcomes  

By the end of the session, participants will be able to 

1. Understand the necessity to be creative (according to American psychologist Carl Rogers) 

2. Understand that we are different and that there is more than one IQ field 

3. Understand Howard Gardner’s Multiple Intelligence theory 

4. Find their strongest interest field 

5. Have experience in a creative game 

 

 

 

Session Summary  

This module focuses on creativity and the creative ambient. Also Multiple Intelligence is introduced as an 

important aspect to take into consideration when thinking about individualized exercises. 

 

 

Trainer Notes 

If you are leading a five days course, as presented in the Introduction, we suggest that you study this 

Module beforehand and choose those activities that fit best with your target group, as all activities 

together would take longer than the time available in the timeplan. 
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Session Plan – Module 3 Creativity and Multiple Intelligence 

Activity and LO Time Content Method Resources 

Activity 1  
 

10 minutes  
 
 

Introduction to the Day  
Objective: warming up to creativity 

pair work  

Activity 2  
LO 1 

20 minutes 
 
 

Lead in: Working on creativity 
Objective: theory and practice on the topic 

presentation, interactive 
discussion 

laptop, projector, 
Internet 

Activity 3 
LO  2 - 3 

15 minutes 
 

Multiple Intelligence  
Objective: to get acquainted with this theory 

lecture laptop, projector, colour 
felt pen, flipchart 

Activity 4  
LO 4 - 5 

40 minutes Your strong MI field 
Objective: to play a creative game 
 

active learning, game selected objects 

Summary 5 minutes 
 

Summing up   
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Activity 1: Diad questions 

 

Learning Outcomes  

Time:                10 minutes 

Method:           pair work   

Resources:       chairs 

 

 

Activity 

Sit in a circle. In the first round ask participants to turn to their neighbour on the right. Give each person 

a minute to share what he / she took home from the previous day. Then remind them to change roles so 

that the first person becomes a listener for another minute. When time is up, ask participants to turn to 

their neighbour on the left. The procedure gets repeated, each person has one minute to talk and one 

minute to listen. The second point to discuss is the following: “what experience do you have with 

creativity?”. When the two minutes are over, ask participants to stand up and choose someone who they 

do not know well and start a third round discussing how creative they think themselves.  
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Activity 2: Working on Creativity 

 

Learning Outcomes   

1. Understand the necessity to be creative (according to American psychologist Carl Rogers) 

 

Time:    20 minutes 

Method:  Lecture, discussion  

Resources laptop, projector, Internet 

 

Activities: Lead in 

 

Introduce the topic of creativity, by explaining Rogers’s idea on creativity, and/or use some 
introductory videos, images: 
 
Carl Rogers’ logic:  

1. Our world changes very quickly 

2. Because of quick changes in technology, only creativity can help us adapt so quickly. 

3. Creativity, thus, is the key to our survival.  

4. Creativity cannot be forced on somebody. Only the ambient for it can be created. 

 

Videos 

Choose one of the following videos (or part of them) to enter into the topic 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tTtjETjGDFY  - 1.40 min  

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYhgIlTy4yY - 5.10 min 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmQPNJhw5kQ - 10.45 min 

 

Images 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trainer Notes 

A number of ingenious creations can be found on the Internet. Find some under such heading as Street 

Art or Life Hacks.  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tTtjETjGDFY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYhgIlTy4yY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmQPNJhw5kQ
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Activity 3. Multiple Intelligence 

 

Learning Outcomes  

      

2. Understand that we are different and that there is more than one IQ field            

3. Understand Howard Gardner’s Multiple Intelligence Theory 

 
 

Time:   15 minutes 

Method:  lecture  

Resources laptop, projector, colour felt pen, flipchart 

 

 

Activity 

 

Tell the group about the following points (and show or draw the image): 

- We are different. We have different skills 

- Multiple Intelligence focuses on the strength of each person. 

 

Howard Garner originally found 7 different fields of interest. Now some people use 10 of them. 

● logical – mathematical 

● verbal - linguistic 

● intrapersonal 

● interpersonal 

● kinetic 

● musical 

● practical 

● naturalistic 

● visual 

● spatial 

 

 

 
 

Training notes 

Answer the questions if any. 
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Activity 4: MI fields game 

 

Learning Outcomes  

4. Find their strongest interest field 

5. Have experience in a creative game 

           

 

Time:    45 minutes 

Method:  active learning 

Resources selected objects 

 

Activity 

Tell people to guess what their strong field is. Group people accordingly – the same intelligence fields 

should form one group. Put some objects into the middle of the room. Tell the groups to choose one object 

and make a performance about their own field using the given object. The topic must be travelling.  

 

When finished the same procedure is to be done again changing only one element: this time everyone’s 

presumed weakest field should be addressed. 

 

Finally a discussion should follow about how it felt to be in the strong and in the weak field.  

 

Trainer Notes 

Objects could be of any kind: beans, paper clips, popcorn etc. 

Sum up the main points. 
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MODULE 4: FACILITATION AND THE 

CREATIVE AMBIENT 

 

Learning Outcomes  

By the end of the session, participants will be able to 

1. Understand what facilitation means compared to teaching 

2. Understanding their role as a facilitator 

3. Finding the elements of a creative ambient and see how it can be provided 

 

Session Summary  

This session is designed to show the basic elements of facilitation both in attitude and in practical details. 

Also, the basics of providing a creative ambient is explained and experienced. 
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Session Plan – Module 4 Facilitation and the Creative Ambient 

 
Activity & LO Time Content Method Resources 

Activity 1  
LO 3 

60 minutes 
 
 
 

Group Building Activity 
Objectives: creative problem solving 

interactive whole group 
game 

Bottle with lid, a smaller 
bottle/container, strong 
yarn/ropes, scissor, tape, 
other tools 

Activity 2  
LO 1&2 

30 minutes 
 

Trust game, Facilitation 
Objectives: Lead in the topic of facilitation and learning about facilitation (Carl 
Rogers’ term) 

whole group game, 
debriefing 

blindfolds, flipchart, 
flipchart pen 

Activity 3  
LO 1&3 

40 minutes 
 

Facilitation skills and a Creative Ambient 

Objectives: Differentiate teaching and facilitation, finding the elements 

of a creative ambient 

 

whole group activity 
 

prepared post its 
 

Summary 5 minutes Summing up   
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Activity 1: Radioactive water - Group Building Activity 

 

Learning Outcomes 

3. Finding the elements of a creative ambient and see how it can be provided 

Time:   60 minutes 

Method:  playing a group building game 

Resources Bottle with lid, a smaller bottle/container, strong yarn/ropes, scissor, tape, other tools 

 

 

Activity  

Before the activity, prepare the space: create a circle of around 5 meters diameter, and put tape on the 

floor to indicate the circle. Fill up a smaller bottle with water, then place it in the bigger bottle/container 

(that has a lid). Place this bigger bottle in the middle of the circle. As a decoration you can put a fluffy 

toy next to it. Place the yarn, the scissor and other tools (such as clips, tape, papers, glue, etc.) in a bag. 

 

Ask the whole group for this activity, and lead them to the space previously prepared. Introduce the 

situation: unfortunately there was a small nuclear incident, and now the water in the container in the 

middle is radioactive. (If you have a fluffy toy, you can also add, that as you see, the animals drinking 

from the water have already passed.) Tell the group that the scientist already identified the contaminated 

zone (the circle), so no one can enter into that area. They need to find a way to put the lid on the bottle 

in the middle, as it is made from a material that doesn’t allow radioactivity to escape, so they can safely 

take the bottle away, then they need to bring the bottle out of the circle (without stepping inside!). Give 

them the bag with the tools and tell that these are the tools they can use. 

Explain the rules: they can talk to eachother, use the tools, but cannot enter into the circle. They can’t even 

put their hand over the circle, as it will be contaminated. If you see someone stepping over the tape, they 

will be out of the game. They can try multiple time, but they will have a maximum of 40 minutes to solve 

the problem. 

 

After the game, discuss their experiences about working together, about problem solving. What have 

they noticed about heir own and their colleagues’ behaviour? Were they successful? What worked, what 

didn’t? 

 

Trainer Notes 

This activity requires a quite large space, and preparation beforehand. 

There can be several ways to solve the problem, but they definitely need to work together. One solution 

is to have a piece of yarn that two people can hold on the opposite sides of the circle, who are slowly 

securing the bottle with it by moving on the side of the circle. 

During the discussion, bring the group’s attention to the topic of group dynamics. Within a group, there 

are different roles to be filled: someone needs to make decisions, someone needs to come up with ideas, 

someone needs to take care of how others are feeling, etc. They don’t necessary have to be different 

people (you can be good in bringing ideas and making decisions), but all are important role. It is 

important that when we are in a real problem solving situation, we value eachother’s contribution.  
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Activity 2: Trust Game, Facilitation 

 

Learning Outcomes 

1. Understand what facilitation means compared to teaching 

2. Understanding their role as a facilitator 

  

Time:   30 minutes 

Method:  game, debriefing 

Resources blindfolds, flipchart, flipchart pen 

 

Activity: TUK-TUK game  

The group stands in a circle in a large open space (having furniture around is not a problem, but there 

should be enough space for moving around). Everyone chooses a partner, with whom they start the 

exercise. One of the pairs will be blindfolded. The trainer gives the instruction: 

- It is a non-verbal exercise; all verbal communication is forbidden during the game (including 

sounds). 

- One of the pairs will be the leader: s/he is the driver of the “tuk-tuk” (rikshaw), while the other 

person will be the “tuk-tuk”. 

- The driver will lead the blindfolded other in the following way: s/he stands behind the other 

person, and puts his/her hands on the other person’s shoulder.  

- They can discuss how the first person will lead the other, but it is not necessary. 

After about 1minute to a minute and a half, the trainer shouts “change”, and all pairs stop. The drivers 

will change partners in silence (so that the new chosen “tuk-tuk” will not know who is behind and 

experience the losing control of the situation). There will be two changes, so everyone will be led by three 

different people, two they will not know. 

After the third round the pairs stop, and there is a debriefing. 

1. In the debriefing, ask the “tuk-tuk”s first about their experiences, then the drivers. After 

sharing personal feelings, draw out some key themes. 

2. After debriefing the first round, people change roles, and a second game is run (with those 

who were drivers, becoming tuk-tuks), also with debriefing. 

3. Write up the generalised findings onto a board or flip chart. 

 

Trainer Notes 

Before the exercise, ask the participants if they are ok to be blindfolded. Never force anyone into being 

blindfolded; if they are not comfortable, they can be observers and share their observation at debriefing, 

or their personal reflection on why they do not like being blindfolded. There is also the option to play 

this game with eyes closed instead of being blindfolded.  

The exercise is easier with two facilitators, as if there are odd-numbered participants, one of the 

facilitators can join the game as a participant. 

The aim of the debriefing session is for the participants to become aware of their experiences during the 

game and through sharing personal experiences generalize how it is to be in a situation in which they 
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are not in control and what is needed to feel safe in these situations. Some of the possible generalizations 

that may come up are the following: 

● the driver should be confident 

● the driver’s instructions (even non-verbal) should be clear and straightforward 

● the driver should be responsive to the needs of the person being led (e.g. adjust the speed of 

walking to the need of the one being led as opposed to follow his/her own rhythm). 

 

Questions to ask:  

1. How did you feel in the driver / being led position?  

2. What makes you feel good in those positions?  

3. What can we generalize for personal mentoring relationships and the supporting attitude of 

an adult when working with children? 
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Activity 3: Facilitation skills and the Creative Ambient 

 

Learning Outcomes:  
1. Differentiate teaching and facilitation  

3.  Finding the elements of a creative ambient 

 

Time:   40 minutes 

Method:  whole group activity 

Resources prepared post its 

 

 

Activities 

 

Presentation 

Show the PPT and answer the questions if any.  

Appendix for Module 4. 

 

Skills 

There are concepts and adjectives on post its. Make three big pieces of paper forming three columns: 

Teachers – Facilitators – Both. Ask participants to put each piece of paper under one of the columns. 

 

Trainer Notes 

The post its:  

Teaching skills: strategic, systematic, learning is guided by instructions, new knowledge is in the focus, gives 

the answers, one directional dissemination of knowledge, subject area is in the focus expert of the subject, 

set rules, teacher in control, way of learning is decided by him/her, topic comes from him / her, evaluation 

comes him / her, empowers students, conscious of requirements recognizes needs, gives motivation, praises 

students for extraordinary achievements, surprise students with recreational activities, asking controlling 

questions, way of learning is decided by him or her 

 

Facilitating skills: no hierarchy, asking open questions, standing in the storm, connects knowledge with self 

– experience, shaping a learning process together with the student, psychological growth is in the focus, 

moderate the learning process, expert of the learning process, student is in control, topics comes from 

student, evaluation comes from student, student is empowered 

 

Both: patience, trust, active listening, open communication, empathy, congruence, regard, responsible for 

giving resources, respect for the other’s thoughts, keeping the time, be focused, keep the agenda, creating 

safe ambient, encouraging, acceptance comes prepared, setting the necessary limits, caring 

 

Sum up the main ideas of the day. 
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MODULE 5: THE FLOW CURRICULUM 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of the session, participants will be able to 

1. Understand what the FLOW Curriculum is about  

2. Get to know the structure and content of the Curriculum. First give access to the participants for 

the Curriculum.  

 

 

Session Summary 

This session focuses on the Flow Curriculum. Participants get acquainted with the structure and the 

content. They understand the logic of the topics and subtopics.  
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Session Plan – Module 5 The Flow Curriculum 

 

Activity and LO Time Content Method Resources 

Activity 1 
 
 

10 minutes 
 

Warming up  
Objective: getting ready for the day’s work. 

whole group image 

Activity 2 
LO 1-2 
 
 

75 minutes 
 
 

The Flow Curriculum 
Objective: to get familiar with the Curriculum, its logic, structure and content 

individual work, small 
group discussion, whole 
group sharing, 
answering questions 

file shared in the group 
for laptop/tablet use, 
some copies of the 
Curriculum, post it, 
flipchart table 

Summary 5 minutes Summing up   
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Activity 1: Warm up 

 

Time:    10 minutes 

Method:  Whole group 

Resources 

 

Activity 

Tell the group to choose a figure from the image. Ask them to shortly share (not more than a minute / 

person) how ready they are for the day. Remind them that it is going to be a long day – with a visit to 

the city. 

 

(This is the “Blob Tree test” created by behavioural psychologist Pip Wilson, who is a psycho-educational 

gamester and EQ developer. It helps us to recognize and strengthen emotions, and to some extent, 

understand our social status in society too. Each blob figure in this picture is in a different mood and has 

a different position on the tree.) 
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Activity 2: The Flow Curriculum 

 

Learning Outcomes 

1. Understand what the FLOW Curriculum is about 

2. Get to know the structure and content of the Curriculum. First give access to the participants for the 

Curriculum.  

 

Time:    75 minutes  

Method:  small group discussion 

Resources file shared in the group for laptop/tablet use, some copies of the Curriculum, post it, 

flipchart table  

 

Activity 

First give access to the participants for the Curriculum. Give 10 minutes for getting to know the text. When 

time is up, make 3 or 4 groups and let people discuss their findings. Ask them to gather questions, remarks 

written on post its. When the groups are ready, ask them to put their post it one by one on the flipchart. 

Go taking one post it from the first group and then one from the second and a third from the third group. 

When a post it is put on the flipchart similar ones should be put close to each other. This way, several 

groups of questions will be formed. Then take time to answer the questions.  

 

Trainer Notes 

There could be many other different ways to present the Curriculum.  

1. You may give access to see it the day before. Thus, participants come to the session already 

knowing the structure and having questions. 

2. You may prepare a PPT to show the main idea, the structure and some examples of the 

content.  

3. You may have some lead-in questions about the participants’ ideas of what a Curriculum of 

the project should look like. In this case, your presentation should be in line with the aspects 

the participants mentioned. 

 

Remember to mention the following points:  

1. Goals 

2. Expected values 

3. Principles of the content (giving inspiration, country specific and general content, PBL, ) 

4. The structure of the content (general knowledge topics and practical topics) 

5. Evaluation 

6. Timing 

7. Topics and subtopics  
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MODULE 6: A TRIP REALIZED – THE 

FLOW HANDBOOK 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of the session, participants will be able to 

1. To see the Handbook structure and exercises.  

2. To play some “Before the trip” exercises 

3. To find one or two “During the Trip” exercises.   

4. To put into practice some “During the Trip” exercises.    

 

Session Summary 

This session is a “Put it into practice” day. A close-by city / town/ village is to be visited. For that, 

Handbook “Before the Trip” exercises could mean a preparation, while “During the Trip” exercises could 

be realized on the spot. “After the Trip” exercises come the next day. 

  

Trainer Notes 

If the group wants, it is possible to do some “After the Trip” exercises on spot, in a café or restaurant.  
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Module 6: A Trip Realized – The FLOW Handbook 

 

Activity and LO Time Content Method Resources 

Energizing 10 minutes Energizing game 
Objective: energizing participants after a break 

whole group a small ball 

Activity 1 
LO 1,2,3 

 80 minutes 
 
 
 

Getting Acquainted with the Handbook exercises 
Objective: to understand the logic of the Handbook 
 
 

small groups access to the Handbook 
exercises 

Activity 2 
LO 4 

 
 

Visit to a near-by town 
Objective: put into practice the Handbook exercises 

whole group “out of 
the room” programme 
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Energizing 

 

 

Time:    10 minutes 

Method:   whole group game 

Resources a small ball 

 

Activity 

Participants stand in a circle. Say the instructions: Each participant says a place s/he would be if s/he 

were a place (a café in Amsterdam, Eiffel Tower, a n island in the Pacific Ocean.) One can say her/his 

place when she gets the small ball. The ball goes from one hand to another. Participants should remember 

the route, because the ball will start its second route, this time on the way back. 

 

 

Trainer Notes 

Make a try with the ball. The bigger the group is, the more difficult the exercises are.  
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Activity 1: Introduction to the Handbook Exercises 

 

Learning Outcomes 

1. To get familiar with the Handbook structure and exercises.  

2. To play some “Before the trip” exercises 

3. To find one or two “During the Trip” exercises per person.   

 

 

Time:    90 minutes 

Method:   individual, small group work with whole group sharing 

Resources access to handbook exercises (file or handout) 

 

 

Activity 

Give access to the Handbook exercises. Make 2-3 groups (different from the morning groups). Ask 

participant to work first individually to find some interesting exercises. When ready, ask them to share 

their opinion first in the small group, then plenary. make notes about remarks and comments. 

 

Trainer Notes 

If some people cannot choose, you can suggest some exercises (tailored for the afternoon): 

Before the trip: Priorities after a research, Make a list, Travel goals, Plan the route 

During the trip: Asking for help, Choose local, Taking photos 

After the trip: Making reportage, Places to know, 20 questions 
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Activity 2: A Visit to the Near-by Town/Village 

 

 

Learning Outcomes 

4.      To put into practice some “During the Trip” exercise.    

 

 

Time:    the afternoon, evening according to the needs of the group 

Method:   whole group “out of the room” programme 

Resources 

 

Activity 

Take a visit to a near-by town. In the previous activity the group found exercises to cover on the spot.  

 

Trainer Notes 

Choose the place according to the needs of the group. Group members could be consulted before the 

training so that everyone could find their comfort.   

Getting out of the Room is not easy. Be helpful with the different problems participants will bring to 

you.  

If the group is ready to make challenges, you can play games on the way e.g. You give numbers that 

has some relation to the town to visit. Participants should find out (with the help of the Internet) why 

the given numbers are important. The evaluation of the day could be organized in a café this time. 
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MODULE 7: CREATING YOUR OWN 

EXERCISES 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of the session, participants will be able to 

1. Get acquainted with the “After the trip” Handbook exercises  

2. Get acquainted with Flow website and H5P platform 

3. Design Handbook exercises on the H5P platform, including online exercises as well  

4. Make participants competent in designing exercises 

 

Session Summary 

Comments on the Trip and some “After the Trip” exercises are done in the morning sessions. Within this 

session participants will practice to produce exercises on their own.  
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Session Plan – Module 7 Creating Your Own Exercises 

Activity and LO Time Content Method Resources 

Warm-up 10 minutes Concept of Facilitation (repetition) 
Objective: to tune participants to creative work 

whole group images of Facilitation PPT 

Activity 1 
LO 1 

 80 minutes 
 

Follow up the trip and do some “After the Trip” exercises 
Objective: do the follow up for the day before  

small groups Give access to “After 
the trip” exercises. 
laptops, 

Activity 2 
LO 2 

90 minutes Introduction of the website and h5p platform 
Objective: to get familiar with the Flow website and the platform where 
exercises are created 

whole group, pairwork laptop, projector, 
Internet connection, 
access to H5p platform 

Energizer 5 minutes Energizing game  
Objective: to give energy for the afternoon sessions 

whole group CD player 

Activity 3 
LO 3 

85 minutes Design exercises on their own 
Objective: to create new exercises in the categories seen before  

pair work access to the H5P 
platform 

Activity 4 
LO 3 - 4 

45 minutes Design online exercises on their own 
Objective: to create new exercises in the “Online” versions. 

pair work access to the H5P 
platform 

Summary 5 minutes Summing up   
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Warming up: Remembering the concept of facilitation 

 

 

Time:   10 minutes 

Method:  lecture 

Resources Images of Facilitation PPT 

  

Activity 

Show the Facilitation PPT pictures one by one. Let participants comment on each slide. This is a kind of 

repetition about facilitation at work.  

 

Trainer Notes 

Remind the participants, if necessary, of the aspects: philosophy, values, attitude, control, responsibility, 

feelings  
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Activity 1: After the trip exercises 

 

Learning Outcomes 

1. Get acquainted with the “After the trip” Handbook exercises  

 

 

Time:   80 minutes 

Method:  small group 

Resources:  Give access to “After the trip” exercises. laptops,  

  

 

Activity 

Tell participants to get into small groups and have a look and do some “After the trip” exercises. Discuss 

and comment. When ready, ask them to share their thoughts.  
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Activity 2: Introduction to website and H5P      platform 

 

Learning Outcomes 

2. Get acquainted with Flow website and H5P platform 

 

Time:   90 minutes 

Method:  Whole group, pair work 

Resources:  laptop, projector, Internet connection, access to H5P platform 

  

Activity 

Let the participants sit in a way that they could see the projected website comfortably. Show the structure 

of the site calling attention to the location of the exercises.  When ready, take time to show the H5P 

platform, as well.  

 

Then ask the people to get into pairs and have a deeper look at the types of exercises one can create 

through the H5P platform. Tell them that in the rest of the they can create their own exercises with the 

help of this platform.  

 

Sum up the first part of the day.  
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Energizer 

Use a short game to energize the participants after the lunch break and before a long session of 

intellectual creation. E.g.:  

 

Play some music while people are walking or dancing in the middle of the room. When the music stops, 

people should touch as many knees and elbows as they can. This is a short intensive game just to start the 

session.  
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Activity 3: Design exercises on the H5P platform 

 

Learning Outcomes 

3. Design Handbook exercises on the H5P platform, including online exercises as well  

 

Time:   85 minutes 

Method:  Individual / small group 

Resource Internet / or CD player 

  

Activity 

Continue the work with the same pair they finished at the end of the last session. Participants should think 

up exercises on the topic of travelling.  

 

Trainer Notes 

Continue the work with the same pair they finished at the end of the last session. Participants should think 

up exercises on the topic of travelling.  

 

From time to time you may ask participants to change partners. 

 

Before they start the activity, tell participants that most of the H5P exercises are designed for task with 

a good solution. If they want to design open-ended tasks, they should use the “Course Presentation” type.     
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Activity 4: Design online exercises on the H5P platform 

 
 

Learning Outcomes 

3. Design Handbook exercises on the H5P platform, including online exercises as well  

4. Make participants competent in designing exercises 

 

Time:   45 minutes 

Method:  pair work 

Resources (as before) 

  

Activity 

The same procedure goes on but this time exercises are designed for the fourth category: for virtual 

travels only. 

End the session by asking for their experiences, collect feedback on the usability of the site. 
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MODULE 8: EVALUATION AND 

CLOSING 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of the session, participants will be able to 

1. To summarize the weeks’ happenings 

2. To find and phrase personal learning 

3. Give/receive individual positive feedback 

4. Describe experiences 

 

 

 

Session Summary 

This is the closing module of the FLOW course. Within this session participants can reflect on the course, 

evaluate it and give feedback on the course and to each other. 
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Session Plan – Module 8 Evaluation and closing 

 

Activity and LO Time Content Method Resources 

Warm up 10 minutes Warm up game   

Activity 1 
LO 2, 4 

30 minutes 
 

Personal Feelings about the Training 
Objective: to show feelings 

whole group A set of cards that 
display different 
emotions. 

Activity 2 
LO 1, 2,  

 30 minutes 
 

Summarizing Results and Personal Learning  
Objective: to sum up what happened during the week 

whole group, individual 
work 

A summarizing scheme 

 10 minutes 
 

Practical information about closing 
Objective: to give practical info about leaving the accommodation and the 
training spot 

whole group a ball of yarn 

Activity 3 
LO 3 

20 minutes 
 

Feedback on the Course 
Objective: to get feedback on the course and losing 

whole group post it, pens, felt pens, 
A4 paper, a waste 
paper bin, an imitation 
of a compost bucket, a 
small suitcase 
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Activity 1: Personal Feelings about the training 

 

Learning Outcomes 

2. To find and phrase personal learning 

4.  Describe experiences 

 

Time:   30 minutes 

Method:  Whole group 

Resources A set of cards that display different emotions. 

 

Activity 

This is time for evaluating the course, asking for feedback from participants concerning their enjoyment 

and how useful they found it.  

 

We propose three activities: 

 

Gesture 

Firstly, ask the participants to stand in a circle and to come up with a gesture (it can be accompanied by 

a sound as well) that represents their general impression of the training and how they’ve felt during the 

training. Ask someone to start, showing their gesture, and ask the others to repeat that gesture. Make 

sure everyone gets to share their gesture, and have it mirrored by the rest of the group.  

 

Emotions 

The next exercise requires a set of cards displaying emotions (such as “Bear cards”, “Cat cards”, or 

similar), and lay them down in the middle of the group. Ask everyone to choose one card that represents 

how they feel about the training. When they’ve made their choice, ask someone to start by showing their 

card and explaining why they chose it and how they found the training. 

 

Summing up  

Stand in a circle in the middle of the room. Switch on some music and ask participants to move around 

the place. For the second clap they should stop and turn to the closest person. Ask them to share the best 

experience of the training. Then music goes on, and the procedure is repeated. In the second round the 

topic is the predominant emotion during the training, in the third their favourite exercise.  

 

 

  

Trainer Notes 

Gesture Activity: This can be quite an emotive exercise and you might like to discuss this. 
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Activity 2: Summarizing Result and Personal Learning 

 

Learning Outcomes 

1. Be able to summarize the weeks’ happenings 

2. Be able to find and phrase personal learning 

 

Time:    30 minutes 

Method:  Whole group activity 

Resources A summarizing scheme 

 

Activity 

Firstly, ask participants to sit comfortably and prepare their notes. Working in a whole group we watch 

the trainers’ pictures and remember the four days of the training and their activities.  The group goes 

over the 7 modules and trainers make notes on the flipchart. Remind participants on skill building as well.  

 

When ready people should collect evaluating details. They can use the following scheme for themselves:  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Before closing this session, ask participants to share one soft remark (about feelings and sensing) and one 

hard remark (programme points, happenings).  

 

Trainer notes 

Mind that the ideas about the content of the training should basically come from the group members.   

When summarizing, call the attention for some do-es and don’t-s 

• use mind maps and trees 

• use visual notes, icons 

• use keywords 

• don’t miss critical issues 

• shorten ideas 

• include sources 
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Activity 3: Feedback on the Course 

 

Learning Outcomes 

3. Give/receive individual positive feedback 

 

Time:    30 minutes (can be longer if you have time) 

Method:   Whole group activity 

Resources post it, pens, felt pens, A4 paper, a waste paper bin, an imitation of a compost bucket, 

a small suitcase 

 

 

Activity 

In the first part of the feedback activity, have the group sitting in a circle. Put in the middle of the circle 

a small waste paper bin, a small suitcase and an imitation of a compost bucket. Also, put some small 

pieces of paper of different colours there. Tell the group that now they are to give feedback on the 

course. They are to put their reinforcing notes into the suitcase, these are things that they are taking with 

themselves.  Comments on things they did not like go into the waste paper bin and suggestions into the 

compost bucket to say that it would be changed when used.  

 

Have the group having as many post its in hand as the number of the group. Ask the people to write 

positive notes to their colleagues. Tell them to imagine that we travel together and now you show what 

you would put into your partners’ suitcases: some kind ideas, positive regard or reinforcing messages. Put 

an A4 piece of paper on each participant’s chair with the name on it. Post its should be put on the papers 

forming a collection of positive feedback.  

 

 

Trainer Notes 

It is advisable to collect some aspects to reflect on. You may write these on a flipchart or ask for the 

group’s collaboration: they can put them together. You may think of the following:  

- atmosphere,  

- the difficult points 

- relationship of participants, connections in the group 

- being creative 

- number of participants 

- relevance of the program, (the idea, the topic: learning while travelling, goals, focuses) 

- relevance of the exercises   

- target group participants 

- practical experience in the town  

- creating exercises  
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ANNEX: WARM UP GAMES 
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Warm-up game 1: Samurai 

  

 

Learning Outcomes 

● Increasing the focus and concentration of the group 

● Warming up 

 

Time:   10-15 minutes 

Method:  Whole group 

 

Activity 

The whole group stands in a circle. There should be about one arm-length between participants. Everyone 

takes on the role of a Samurai. The aim of the game is to find the best two Samurais. 

Allow plenty of time for all the participants to learn the steps/fight choreography before moving on to 

the competition: 

1)      One iteration: 

● Holding the sword with two hands pointing down, the person starting swings it above their 

head and while holding it there, shouts: ‘Hi’ (pronounced {i} not {ai}. 

● The two people either side swing their imaginary swords as if they are going to cut him/her 

in half, while shouting ‘JAAA’, before withdrawing. 

● The person who started the competition now swings their sword down to point a new 

person, and shouts ‘SAAAA’. 

● The new person selected repeats the activity. 

2)    Competition: anyone making a mistake, such as those listed below, has to leave the circle, dropping 

out of the game. 

a. reacting too slowly 

b. not reacting 

c. not being synchronous with their partner on the other side 

d. reacting when not involved etc. 

 

3) The game ends, when there are only two Samurai left, and they are the winners. 
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Warm-up game 2: Mazeltov 

 

Learning Outcomes 

● Increasing the focus and concentration of the group 

● Warming up 

 

Time:   15 minutes  

Method:  Whole group 

 

Activity 

The instructor teaches a series of actions to the group who are standing in a circle. When the game begins, 

there can only ever be one person performing the given action. 

Possible actions: 

• The person who begins turns to one side and shouts ‘KIA’ with two hands stretched forward at hip 

level, and palms up. The KIA action always has to travel in the same direction, so if you receive 

the action from the person on your right, you can only pass it on to the person on your left (i.e. 

you don’t change direction).  

• The person receiving the KIA can decide to repel the action by crossing his/her arms in front of 

their body, and saying “USHIBUSHI”. This sends the action back to the sender. 

• The person receiving the KIA can decide not to pass it on to the next person but instead to 

someone else in the circle, by performing the same action but saying “KIAMIA” instead. The 

person receiving the action now chooses how they will pass it on (i.e. in what direction and what 

accompanying word). 

• The person who receives the action can decide on a group action, and greet everybody by 

holding one arm up and saying “MAZELTOV”. The whole group follows, repeating the same 

action while shouting “MAZELTOV”. The person who initiated the action can then decide to 

continue with any other action (apart from USHIBUSHI, as there is no action to be thrown back, 

as s/he was the last actor). 

• The person whose turn it is can decide on a group action, saying “NOBEL PRIZE” and walk proudly 

into the circle while the others celebrate /cheer them for winning the prize. After this, the same 

person continues with a different action. 

• The person whose turn it is can decide on a group action, saying, “FIESTA”, at which point 

everyone cheers and dances to a different place in the circle. After this, the same person continues 

with a different action. 
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Warm-up game 3: Rock/Paper/Scissors championship 

 

 

Learning Outcomes 

● Increasing the focus and concentration of the group 

● Warming up 

 

Time:   5 minutes 

Method:  Whole group  

 

Activity 

1) The instructor describes the idea of the game, which is that participants meet for ‘fights’ using 

representations of rock/paper/scissors. Each pair counts to three together, after which they make 

a shape with their hand to represent one of the following:  

a. stone: the hand in a fist 

b. paper: the hand open, fingers stretched out 

c. scissors: index and middle fingers in shape of scissors 

 

Stone beats scissors, scissors beat paper, paper beats stone. 

 

2) The participants start to walk around the room, chanting their own name, as if cheering themselves 

on. When they come face to face with someone else, they count to three and produce their 

‘weapon’. Whoever loses has to stand behind the winner with their hands on their shoulders, 

shouting their name as they join up to find a new ‘fight’. 

3) Whoever wins the next fight is joined by the chanting line of the loser (however many people are 

in it), until there are only two lines, and finally just one - the winner! 
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Warm-up game 4: Marylin Monroe 

 

 

Learning Outcomes 

● Increasing the focus and concentration of the group 

● Warming up 

 

Time:   15 minutes 

Method:  Whole group 

 

Activity 

The group stands in a circle, with one person in the middle who points at someone else, calling out one of 

the names below. Each of the names requires an action/short scene to be performed as quickly as possible 

by that person and the two people on either side of them. If any of them fail to perform the action (or if 

someone not involved starts to move) they have to change places with the person in the centre.  

Suggestion names/ actions (you can add your own) 

● Marylin Monroe: the one in the middle is Marylin Monroe trying to hold down her skirt, while 

the people in the circle are the wind trying to lift the skirt up. 

● James Bond: the one in the middle holds up an imaginary gun while the people either side 

shake in terror.  

● Washing Machine: the people on either side create a frame for a washing machine, while the 

one in the middle makes circles with their head as if they were in the machine. 

● Toaster: the people on either side hold their hands together creating the slots in a toaster, 

while the person in the centre is the toast, jumping up and saying “bip”. 

● Palm tree: the person in centre stands with their hands held above their head, and palms facing 

up. The two people on either sides are “dancing” under the palm tree. 
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END OF PACK  
 


